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Name:    J.R. Inman (#95) 
Position:   Forward 
Height:    206 cm (6'9)  
College:     Rutgers  
Professional Experience:  Lithuania-LKL, NBA D-League 
Game 1 Video:   http://tinyurl.com/5r7erjb 
Game 2 Video:   http://tinyurl.com/5rl537a 
 

 
Inman is a skilled 6'9 power forward with a versatile offensive repertoire.  He was highly aggressive in the 
paint, showing an array of quick, powerful post moves.  Nimble footwork has always been a strength, keeping 
his pivot foot and utilizing drop steps.  Remained for the most part under control despite assertive intentions. 
Inman has certainly matured physically since his time in the Big East.  His upper body has filled out 
substantially allowing him to shield defenders and not rely on length/finesse.  He uses his lower body 
effectively to establish early post position and demand the rock.  A definitive effort was made to showcase his 
face up game and advanced ballhandling skills.  There's no doubt he poses a mismatch for opposing power 
forwards when he turns to face in the high post.  He looked comfortable elevating for a mid-range jumper off 
the dribble as well.  However, his jumpshot release is a bit flat with a tendency to guide the ball at the rim. 
Inman possesses high level agility for a man his size, getting up and down the floor easily.  He was routinely the 
first man to cross half court.  Strides are a bit small, but foot speed is apparent.  His hustle was a welcome sight, 
diving on the floor for loose balls, ballhawking passing lanes and playing with a constant motor.  Snatched all 
rebounds within his general area.  Lateral quickness is solid, maintaining good balance.  His wingspan is 
extremely formidable.  While not an above the rim shot blocker, meager attempts will be sent back.  A solid but 
not overwhelming athlete.  He seems to have lost some explosion with the additional bulk.  
 
 

He reminds Adam of:  D.J. White (Charlotte Bobcats) 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
To contact J.R. Inman: 
Email: PSMHoopsNoam@gmail.com 
 
For additional detail or for scouting reports on players you want analyzed, contact: 
Adam Ganeles 
Email: arg329@nyu.edu 
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